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Abstract

An algorithm is presented that estimates 3D facial landmark coordinates and oc-
clusion state from a single 2D image. Unlike previous approaches, we divide the 3D
cascaded shape regression problem into a set of viewpoint domains, which helps avoid
problems in the optimization, such as local minima at test time, and averaging conflicting
gradient directions in the domain maps during training. These problems are especially
important to address in the 3D case, where a wider range of head poses is expected. Para-
metric shape models are used and are shown to have several desirable qualities compared
to the recent trend of modeling shape nonparametrically. Results show quantitatively that
our approach is significantly more accurate than recent work.

1 Introduction
Despite much research interest in facial landmark estimation in recent years, relatively little
work has been done to handle the full range of head poses encountered in the real world (e.g.,
beyond ±45◦ rotation). Large head pose variation is challenging for several reasons:

1. The 2D shapes of profile faces and frontal faces are significantly different;

2. Many landmarks become self-occluded on profile faces; and

3. Even when visible, landmark appearance changes significantly with head pose.

As a result, the large majority of face alignment algorithms are limited to near fronto-parallel
faces, and break down on profile faces.

We propose an approach to face alignment that can handle 180 degrees of head rotation.
The foundation of our approach is cascaded shape regression (CSR), which has emerged as
the leading strategy (see, e.g., [18, 23] and references therein). CSR methods are computa-
tionally efficient and the core idea is elegant. They are purely discriminative, which means
they can capitalize on large and diverse training datasets to perform robust face alignment in
the wild. To better handle a wide range of head poses, we extend the 2D CSR approach to
3D. That is, instead of fitting a 2D face model to single 2D images, we fit a 3D face model
to single 2D images (3D-to-2D). Intuitively, as the range of head poses increases, the 3D
geometry of the face becomes increasingly important in explaining its 2D image projection.
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Recent facial landmark estimation methods, including 3D-to-2D approaches [16, 25],
employ local optimization algorithms at each cascade level, which can fail on face collec-
tions with large head pose variation. It is unlikely that a single cascade of generic domain
maps (from input features to output landmark updates) will consistently find the true solution.
We therefore partition the shape regression problem into a set of simpler viewpoint domains,
and learn a separate cascade of regressors for each. Each viewpoint domain corresponds to
an automatically-learned range of camera viewpoints/head poses.

Self-occlusion of landmarks is a significant problem for non-frontal faces. The first chal-
lenge is estimating the occlusion state of each landmark, which is difficult in general: oc-
cluding objects (e.g., sunglasses, hair, scarves) can have arbitrary shape and appearance, and
can be easily confused with image noise, shadows, etc. Provided that occlusion state can be
estimated, the second challenge is to reduce the impact of spurious features associated with
occluded landmarks. One strategy is to employ an ensemble of regressors that operate on
non-occluded subregions of the face [4, 33]. Unfortunately, with N landmarks, there are N!
possible combinations of occluded/visible landmark states in general. The regions must ei-
ther be small (e.g., 1/9-th of the face [4]), which leads to weak regressors, or many different
overlapping regressors must be employed [33] to handle different occlusion combinations.
For these reasons, we focus on the more tractable problem of detecting only self-occlusion
of landmarks (i.e., when one part of the face occludes another), which is well-correlated with
head pose.

A recent trend (e.g., [4, 6, 27, 29]) has been to model face shape nonparametrically,
and directly update landmark coordinates. However, parametric point distribution models
(PDMs) [11] have several desirable qualities:

1. There are fewer parameters to optimize, which results in a smaller (and faster to apply)
set of regression coefficients.

2. They generalize well to unfamiliar faces.

3. All landmarks are optimized simultaneously.

In fact, we show empirically that there are no significant differences in accuracy between
parametric and nonparametric shape models when used in otherwise identical systems.

CSR methods commonly use off-the-shelf feature mapping functions (e.g., SIFT [20]) to
produce features from the image. Instead, we learn the feature mapping functions. Specif-
ically, we use regression random forests [3, 12] to induce local binary features that predict
ideal PDM parameter updates. To summarize, we make the following contributions:

1. Viewpoint domain cascaded shape regression: We automatically partition the regres-
sion problem by camera viewpoint/head pose, which results in better performance.

2. Faces with arbitrary head pose: The proposed algorithm estimates 3D landmark co-
ordinates and is robust to extreme head pose, including profile faces.

3. Nonparametric vs. parametric: We show empirically that there is virtually no differ-
ence in accuracy between parametric and nonparametric shape models used in other-
wise identical systems.

4. High accuracy on challenging faces: The proposed approach produces results with
favorable accuracy compared to the state-of-the-art on a wide range of head poses.
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2 Related Work
Face alignment has a rich history in computer vision. We forgo an extensive overview here
due to space limitations and focus on the most relevant work. Shape regression approaches
have recently come to dominate the face alignment landscape (e.g., [4, 6, 18, 19, 23, 26, 29]).
Due to the complex relationships between image appearance and face shape, finding the true
face shape in one step is difficult. The most popular strategy is to split the regression problem
into multiple iterations, i.e., a cascaded shape regressor (CSR).

Although conventional CSRs split the problem into stages, each regressor still attempts
to fit the entire dataset. This is problematic for large pose variation because the objective
function includes many conflicting gradient directions. Xiong and De la Torre [30] proposed
the Global Supervised Descent Method (GSDM) to address this problem for 2D face align-
ment. GSDM splits the objective function into regions of similar gradient directions and
constructs a separate CSR for each region. As presented, GSDM is limited to video because
it uses the alignment result from one frame to select which CSR to use for the subsequent
frame. GSDM reverts to conventional CSR (e.g., SDM [29]) on single images. At test time
our algorithm adaptively chooses which CSR to apply based on the current test image alone.
Thus, we extend the theoretical benefits of GSDM to single image 3D-to-2D face alignment.

Several CSR-based methods learn feature mapping functions (e.g., using ensembles of
regression trees [18, 19, 23, 25]), which are task-specific and can be extremely efficient at
test time [18, 23]. We use ensembles of regression trees in our approach to induce pixel-
difference features correlated with our regression targets.

A recent trend among CSR methods, including those that learn feature mapping func-
tions, is to model shape nonparametrically and update the landmark coordinates directly
(e.g., [6, 18, 23, 25]). Instead, we employ PCA-based shape models [11] to parameterize the
3D geometry of faces, and our system learns feature mapping functions that are optimized
for these parametric regression targets. We show empirically in Section 4 that there are no
significant differences in accuracy between parametric and nonparametric shape models.

Work that addresses significant head rotation includes view-based models [9, 35], non-
linear statistical models (e.g., kernel methods [24] or mixture models [10, 17, 34]), and 3D
shape models [2, 5, 7, 14, 16, 22, 25, 32]. Nonlinear statistical models tend to be too slow
for real-time applications. View-based methods employ a separate model for each viewpoint
mode. Traditionally, the modes are specified as part of the algorithm design (e.g., every
15◦ yaw [35]), and problems can arise at midpoints between models. In contrast, we pro-
pose an automatic way to select viewpoint modes for training, and we train the models with
overlapping subsets of examples so that midpoint cases are insensitive to model assignment.
Most 3D algorithms focus on either near fronto-parallel faces [5, 7, 32], and/or employ lo-
cal optimization techniques to minimize a single objective function across all head poses
[2, 5, 7, 16, 22, 25], which is problematic for reasons described in [30]. Another approach is
dense 3D face alignment and reconstruction (e.g., [15] and its predecessors), although results
suggest that test faces must still be near-frontal.

Researchers have recently considered the problem of locating landmarks on faces with
significant head rotation within the CSR framework. Wu and Ji [27] proposed an approach
for estimating 2D landmarks and their occlusion state; inference of landmark visibility with
their model is nontrivial, and they used Monte Carlo approximation, which is relatively slow.
Our work is most similar to Tulyakov and Sebe [25] and Jourabloo and Liu [16], who pro-
posed approaches for estimating 3D landmark coordinates from single 2D images. However,
they both employ single generic CSRs across all faces, which can get stuck in local minima
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or stall in regions of conflicting gradient directions. This is especially problematic for diverse
collections of frontal and non-frontal faces, which they target. We address this problem by
partitioning the regression problem into viewpoint domains, which are each simpler and less
prone to optimization problems. As a result, our approach produces results with favorable
accuracy, especially on non-frontal faces.

3 Approach
We begin with an overview of conventional CSR, which motivates our approach. Let si be the
ground truth set of landmarks for training example i, and ŝi be an estimate of si. Conventional
CSRs learn a sequence of t = 1, . . . ,T descent maps {Qt}T

t=1 that minimize the following:

Q̂t = argmin
Qt

∑
i
‖∆st

i−Qtdt(Ii, ŝt−1
i )‖2

2 ∆st
i = si− ŝt−1

i , (1)

where d(I,s) is a feature descriptor that captures the local appearance in image I relative to
shape s. At test time, starting with a mean face shape initialization ŝ0 = µ , ŝ is updated over
t = 1, . . . ,T iterations:

∆ŝt = Qtdt(I, ŝt−1) (2)
ŝt = ŝt−1 +∆ŝt . (3)

A single sequence of {Qt}T
t=1 can result in undesirable performance because the descent

maps average conflicting gradient directions [30], which is increasingly problematic with
more head pose variation. Xiong and De la Torre [30] proved that there exists a finite par-
tition of the domain of Eq. (1) such that each part is a domain of homogeneous descent.
However, they used only 2D training data. We extend their work to 3D landmark estima-
tion, and show results on a wider range of head poses. Specifically, we partition Eq. (1) into
v = 1, . . . ,V viewpoint domains and learn a separate CSR for each one. Eq. (1) then becomes

Q̂t,v = argmin
Qt,v

N

∑
i∈Φv
‖∆st

i−Qt,vdt(I, ŝt−1
i )‖2

2 ∆st
i = si− ŝt−1

i , (4)

where Φv is the subset of training instances that belong to viewpoint domain v.
Section 3.5 describes how {Φv}Vv=1 are defined during training, and how the best view

domain is chosen at test time. First, we describe the mathematical relationship between 3D
face landmarks and their 2D image projections. We then describe our parametric 3D face
shape model in Section 3.2, followed by our method for estimating a 3D face shape model
from a single 2D image in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 From 3D World Coordinates to 2D Image Coordinates

Assume that we have a pair of corresponding face shapes: a 3D shape sw = [xw
1 , · · · ,xw

L ],
where xw = [X ,Y,Z]T is in world space, and its 2D projection, si = [xi

1, · · · ,xi
L], where xi =

[x,y]T in the image. We can relate the two via the pinhole camera model:

xh = K(Rxw + t), (5)
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where xh = λ [xiT,1]
T

is a homogeneous coordinate (λ is the homogeneous scaling factor),
K is the intrinsic camera matrix, R is a rotation matrix, and t is a translation vector. If we
have an estimate x̂h for xh, and we know K, R, and t, we can compute an estimate x̂w for xw

by x̂w = RT(K−1x̂h− t). On the other hand, if xh and xw are known, we can estimate the
intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters via camera calibration.1 This is a chicken-and-egg
problem. Fortunately, because faces exhibit a relatively consistent 3D structure, xw can be
approximated by the average 3D shape, µw, among a set of training faces for the purpose of
camera calibration [25]. Thus, given x̂h and µw, we can compute estimates K̂, R̂, and t̂. We
describe in the next section a parametric model for xh.

3.2 3D Point Distribution Model
PDMs [11] model a set of N shapes S = [s1(:), · · · ,sN(:)]2 using a linear combination of
shape bases B plus the mean shape µ:

ŝ(:) = µ(:)+Bp, s≈ ŝ, (6)

where p contains the reconstruction parameters; µ , B, and p are computed from S via PCA.
Prior to PCA, the x- and y-dimensions of the shapes in S are aligned using Procrustes Analy-
sis to remove variations due to 2D rotation, translation, and scale. To incorporate these vari-
ations back into the model, we append four global geometric transformation bases to B, as
described in Section 4.2.1 of [21], and re-orthonormalize. We define s = [x1, · · · ,xL], where
xl = [xl ,yl ,λl ]

T. Note that x is a hybrid between a homogeneous coordinate, xh = [xh,yh,λ ]
T,

where xh = λx and yh = λy, and an image coordinate, xi = [x,y]T. We note that Jourabloo
and Liu [16] also employed a 3DPDM, but they parameterized 3D world coordinates (e.g.,
xw) instead of hybrid coordinates x, which requires two independent estimates (3D shape +
camera parameters) just to estimate the 2D landmark coordinates in the image. We use the
above hybrid scheme (originally proposed in [25]) so that x and y are directly related to the
2D image observation. Once estimated, s contains enough information to compute the 3D
world coordinates of each landmark (Section 3.1).

3.3 3DPDM Cascaded Shape Regression
Each Qt,v is computed offline by solving the following ridge regression problem:

argmin
Q̂t,v

∑
i∈Φv
‖∆p̂t

i−Qt,vdt,v(Ii,st−1)‖2
2 +α‖Qt,v‖2

2, (7)

where ∆p̂t
i is the ideal parameter update for face i. Ridge regression (i.e., the second term) is

necessary because d(I,s) is very high dimensional (see Section 3.4) and substantial overfit-
ting would result without it [23]. At test time, the shape is updated for t = 1, . . . ,T :

∆p̂t = Qt,vdt,v(I,st−1) (8)
p̂t = p̂t−1 +∆p̂t (9)
ŝt = µ

v +Bvp̂t . (10)

Qt,v and dt,v(I,s) are learned separately for each cascade level and view domain, and Bv and
µv are learned independently for each viewpoint domain.

1For example, using OpenCV’s calibrateCamera function.
2Here we use MATLAB notation to represent a vector version of s ∈ R3×L: s(:) ∈ R3L×1.
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Figure 1: The modal viewpoints found for V = 8 viewpoint domains. The modal occlusion
state of the landmarks is stored for each viewpoint domain (green is visible, red is occluded).
Features are extracted around only visible landmarks.

3.4 Learning 3D-Invariant Feature Mapping Functions

dt,v is composed of many local, independent feature mapping functions: d = [d1, · · · ,dM].
We use an ensemble of regression trees [3] to learn each d (one tree for each dm). Instead
of using the 2D landmark coordinates as regression targets (e.g., as in [23]), we use the
3DPDM parameter updates ∆p. Rather than allocate trees uniformly across all landmarks,
we allocate them to only the visible landmarks in each view domain. For a view domain that
covers leftward-looking faces, for example, the result is an ensemble of trees that uses only
features from visible landmarks on the right side of the face.

To learn each tree split node, our algorithm first chooses one dimension of ∆p. The
choice is random, but weighted proportional to the amount of variance that each dimension
of ∆p encodes. This emphasizes the most significant modes of variation in the 3DPDM.
The training algorithm tests F = 500 random pixel-difference features, described below, and
selects the one that gives rise to maximum variance reduction in the chosen dimension of
∆p. In other words, the algorithm chooses the feature that, when thresholded, splits the
incoming training examples into two groups that have the most consistent values for the
chosen dimension of ∆p. The result is a random forest with M trees, which outputs d, a high-
dimensional binary vector with M nonzero entries and length equal to the number of leaves
in the forest. Once Q is found via Eq. (7), we can replace each leaf with the corresponding
column of Q in order to shortcut the matrix-vector multiplication Qd at test time.

The pixel-difference features are defined as I(u1)− I(u2), where u = xu + sR f δu, xu is
the nearest landmark coordinate in the image plane, and δu is selected during training and
is defined in a scale- and rotation-normalized reference frame. In [23], s and R f reflect the
2D scale and in-plane rotation of the face. However, to account for 3D head orientation, we
define R f as the upper-left 2×2 submatrix of R̂ in Eq. (5), which is re-computed at each t.
This is the “3D transform indexing” method described in [25].

3.5 Assigning Faces to Viewpoint Domains

For each training instance i, we compute the head orientation vector ~ni = Ri~z, where Ri is
the known rotation and~z = [0,0,1]T (assuming the reference face, centered at the origin, is
facing positive z). We then partition {~ni}N

i=1 using the k-means++ algorithm [1]. Xiong and
De la Torre [30] proposed an alternative scheme based on partitioning 2D shapes according
to the two most dominant axes in PCA space. We found that the two most dominant axes
in PCA space correspond roughly to yaw and tilt rotation in our experimental dataset. Thus,
intuitively, directly partitioning the head orientation vectors, which encode yaw and tilt,
should produce a similar partitioning, but in a more straightforward way. Figure 1 shows the
modes of each viewpoint domain for V = 8.

At test time, we run all V models on the test face to produce V face shape estimates.
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Although runtime scales linearly with V , the regression forest approach with pixel-difference
features is extremely fast (> 300 FPS on 68 2D landmarks in [23]), our 3DPDMs use fewer
parameters than the nonparametric shape model approach, and the camera calibration step
takes less than 1ms per cascade level. Thus, for V < 10, the algorithm runs in real time.

Our algorithm produces a single estimate by classifying the output from each viewpoint
domain model, and choosing the result with highest classification score. Specifically, we
train a random classification forest for each viewpoint domain v, which are similar to the
random regression forests in Section 3.4, except the regression targets are replaced with a
binary class variable ci for each image i. Instead of minimizing the variance at each split
node, we minimize the entropy of the classes that fall into each child node. To train each
classification forest, we label all faces i ∈ Φv (i.e., members of viewpoint domain v) with
ci = 1, and all faces i /∈ Φv with ci = 0. Note that the features used for the classification
forest for viewpoint domain v are shape-indexed [6] relative to the final landmark estimates
from model v. Chen et al. [8] showed that such a “post-classifier” produces more accurate
results than the conventional approach, which indexes features relative to a bounding box.
Each leaf node stores a classification score computed as ∑i∈Ωl ci/|Ωl |, where Ωl is the subset
of training examples that fall into leaf l. The final score is the average among all leaf nodes
in the forest reached by instance i. In [8], they trained a linear SVM to classify the binary
vector encoding the random forest output, d. However, we found empirically that directly
using the random forest leaves produces more accurate results.

For V = 6, we found that the above approach chooses the correct model for 82% of
test faces, which is too low to ensure good results. We found that misclassifications almost
always occured near the boundary between adjacent viewpoint domains. Therefore, to train
the shape regressors, we expand each Φv outward to form Φv

s such that |Φv
s |=

βN
V , where β >

1. Larger (overlapping) view domains ensure that boundary faces can be handled by multiple
models, and reduces over-fitting. We set β = 2 in our implementation, which results in
correct assignment (true domain or an overlapping domain) for 99% of test faces. Intuitively,
β = 2 means that the training set for viewpoint domain v is expanded to twice its original
size, with 50% of the instances coming from neighboring classes.

3.6 Self-Occlusion Detection

Landmark visibility is computed automatically via R̂ in Eq. (5) and domain knowledge of
each 3D landmark [16]. Specifically, we compute the surface normal #»n l at each 3D landmark
l from the 3D mesh for each training example (after alignment to a reference), and produce an
average (reference) normal #»

µ n
l for each landmark l. At test time we rotate #»

µ n
l , [n̂x, n̂y, n̂z]

T =

R̂ #»
µ n

l . If the rotated normal is oriented away from the camera (i.e., n̂z < 0), then we label the
landmark as occluded.

4 Results and Discussion

Few datasets exist that include 2D images with 3D landmark annotations. Therefore, direct
comparison with almost all face alignment algorithms is not possible. However, Tulyakov
and Sebe [25] recently built an evaluation dataset for 3D-to-2D face alignment from the BU-
4DFE database [31]. BU-4DFE includes sequences of 3D scans and color image maps of 101
diverse male and female subjects making six facial expressions (anger, disgust, fear, happy,
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Figure 3: (a) Face alignment accuracy vs. number of viewpoint domains. Observe that V = 8
produces the most accurate results overall. However, V = 6 produces a good tradeoff be-
tween accuracy and efficiency (model size and runtime). (b) Viewpoint domain assignment
accuracy vs. number of viewpoint domains. By ‘correct’ we mean the test face is correctly
assigned to either its true viewpoint domain or an overlapping domain (Section 3.5).

sad, and surprised). Tulyakov and Sebe manually annotated 3000 images from BU-4DFE ac-
cording to the 68-landmark MultiPIE markup [13]. They augmented the 2D landmarks with
a depth value by mapping each image onto the corresponding 3D scan. We used their 3D
annotations throughout our evaluation, and followed their procedure to generate an evalua-
tion dataset as similar as possible to theirs. Specifically, we randomly generated 40 yaw and
tilt angles within the range [−50,50] degrees for each 3D face. We then rotated each face
according to the random angles, projected each rotated 3D face onto the 2D image plane,
and superimposed each instance onto a background image chosen at random from the SUN
database [28] (see Figure 4 for several examples). This generated a dataset of 120K images.
Following [25], we performed six-fold cross validation throughout, where each fold con-
tained a random subset of subjects from BU-4DFE (no subject belonged to more than one
fold). Error values were computed by the average distance between 3D landmarks in s and
ŝ, normalized by the inter-ocular distance. In all cases, we set the number of cascade levels
to T = 5, we constructed random forests with 600 trees at a maximum depth of 6 nodes, and
we constructed 3DPDMs such that 99% of the shape variance was retained.

4.1 Parametric vs. Nonparametric Shape Models

Parametric shape models have several benefits over nonparametric ones, despite the recent
trend in the literature: all landmarks are optimized simultaneously, and there are fewer pa-
rameters to optimize, which results in faster runtimes. Most important of all, we show in
Figure 2 that parametric models do not sacrifice accuracy, which suggests that they general-
ize just as well as nonparametric models. To generate the two cumulative error distribution
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Method Average Normalized
3D Errors

Tulyakov and Sebe, Baseline indexing 0.0610
Tulyakov and Sebe, 3D Transform 0.0607
Tulyakov and Sebe, Basis Transform 0.0592
Our Baseline (V = 1), Nonparametric 0.0586
Our Baseline (V = 1), Parametric 0.0588
Ours, V = 6 0.0535
Ours, V = 8 0.0524

Table 1: Comparison of average
normalized 3D landmark local-
ization errors (average point-to-
point error between estimated and
ground truth landmarks divided
by inter-ocular distance). The
top three rows are copied from
Tulyakov and Sebe [25].

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Qualitative results on faces from BU-4DFE [31]. The estimated visibility of each
landmark is shown in green (visible) and red (occluded). Results in (a) are from our baseline
algorithm, and results in (b) are from our algorithm with V = 6. Notice the improvements
from (a) to (b). In (c) and (e), a selection of results with estimated 3D shapes in (d) and (f).
Note that the 3D shapes were rotated to a common orientation for fair comparison.

(CED) curves in Figure 2, we trained two systems, one with landmark coordinates used di-
rectly as regression targets (nonparametric), and the other with 3DPDM shape parameters
used as regression targets (parametric), as described Section 3.3. The systems are otherwise
identical. We set V = 1. Therefore, these two systems serve as baseline algorithms.

4.2 Comparison with Tulyakov and Sebe [25]

Observe in Table 1 that our baseline algorithms are comparable in accuracy to [25]. However,
our full system, with multiple viewpoint domains, is significantly more accurate.

4.3 Accuracy vs. Number of Viewpoint Domains

We trained and tested 7 different systems with a different number of viewpoint domains;
V = 1(baseline),2,4, . . . ,12. We set β = 2 in |Φv

s |=
βN
V (N is the number of images), which

doubles the size of each viewpoint domain region, except for V = 1 (β = 1) and V = 2
(β = 1.5). Figure 3(a) shows the error drops significantly from V = 1 to V = 6, with small
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improvement from V = 6 to V = 8. The error is worse for V ≥ 10, in part because correct
viewpoint domain assignment (Section 3.5) is more difficult as V increases, as shown in
Figure 3(b). Larger V also results in slower runtime. V = 6 therefore offers a good tradeoff
between accuracy and efficiency. We show qualitative results in Figure 4.

5 Conclusions
We proposed an algorithm for estimating 3D facial landmarks with self-occlusion detection
from a single 2D image. We divide the 3D cascaded shape regression problem into a set of
viewpoint domains, which helps avoid problems in the optimization, such as local minima
and averaged conflicting gradient directions in the domain maps. These problems are espe-
cially important to address in the 3D case, where a wider range of head poses is allowed. We
showed that localization error is reduced significantly from V = 1 to V = 6. For V > 6, each
viewpoint domain is simpler and more tailored to viewpoint range, but the viewpoint domain
assignment problem becomes more difficult and classification accuracy falls with larger V .
Therefore, V = 6 is a good tradeoff between landmark accuracy, model size, and runtime.
We also argued that parametric shape models have several desirable qualities and showed
empirically that they perform just as well as modeling shape nonparametrically.
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